POWERED BY

thursday, January 30, 2020
8:00am–8:30am

Registration and Breakfast

8:30am–9:00am

Opening Remarks and Welcome
Tech Manitoba CEO Kathy Knight, Minister Ralph Eichler, Elder Norman Meade,
Conference Host, Tony Chapman

9:00am–10:00am

Opening Keynote – Creativity Inspires Innovation: David Usher, award-winning
musician, takes his years of entertainment experience into the world of AI, and will
inspire you to generate creativity and innovation in the workplace.

10:00AM–10:15AM

Break – Interactive Playground: Your opportunity to explore incredible tech
advancements and gadgets while meeting the people who bring them to life!

10:15am–11:25am

Keynote – Work is not a Place: Linda Nazareth, economist, author and respected
futurist explains that the world we know is morphing into a different planet presenting
new enterprising opportunities and challenges - how will your industry be affected?

11:25am–12:25Pm

Lunch, Networking and Interactive Playground

12:25Pm–1:25Pm

Keynote – The Future of Work in an AI World: Armughan Ahmad, President &
Managing Partner, Digital at KPMG explores robots in the workplace. From surgery to
retail, robots are everywhere. Learn about how they enhance your work life.

1:25Pm–2:00Pm

Keynote – Esports and #GirlsWhoGame: Katina Papulkas and Adam Garry Educational
Strategists, Dell, will share how the latest esports craze is transforming K12, Higher
Education, and the workplace.

2:00Pm–2:15Pm

Break – Interactive Playground: Your opportunity to explore incredible tech
advancements and gadgets while meeting the people who bring them to life!

2:15pm–3:15pm

Keynote – The Highs and Lows of Leadership: Bruce Linton, outspoken founder of a
world-leading diversified cannabis company, dives deep into how he grew the business
from a tiny company to a shareholder valuation of more than $13 billion... and SO much
more. In conversation with Tony Chapman.

3:15pm–3:30pm

Summary and Closing Remarks

3:30pm–5:00pm

Reception, Networking and Interactive Playground: Your chance to mingle with
conference guests and speakers over a cocktail about the day’s events.

learn more about this year’s line-up of speakers and register

disruptedfuture.com
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FRIDAY, January 31, 2020
8:00am–8:20am

Registration and Breakfast

8:20am–8:30am

Opening Remarks and Welcome

8:30am–9:15am

Keynote – Privacy by Design: Dr. Ann Cavoukian, world renowned privacy expert,
speaks on how successful businesses build customer trust and how to safeguard
privacy in a networked world. BONUS: Interview between Dr. Cavoukian and JP Perron,
Payworks.

9:15am–10:00am

Keynote – Ethics and Artificial Intelligence: Darrell Reimer, distinguisher engineer,
IBM, speaks on how the increased use of AI for decision-making has very real
implications for humans as it relates to trust and fairness.

10:00am–10:30am

Break – Interactive Playground: Ask questions and interact with the people and
products that are setting the tone for the next wave of tech advancements!

10:30am–11:30am

Panel – Harnessing Tech for Social Good: Valerie Chort from RBC will speak and
then be joined by Jane McDonald, International Institute for Sustainable Development
(IISD); Carolyn DuBois of the Gordon Foundation and Chelsea Lobson, Lake Winnipeg
Foundation to discuss how tech can be used for the betterment of our environment.

11:30AM– 12:30PM

Coffee with Strangers: Now that you’re charged up by all of our speakers, you have the
chance to exchange ideas on various topics with other conference-goers (or just listen in)
at these moderated discussion groups!

12:30pm–1:30pm

Lunch, Networking and Interactive Playground

1:30pm–2:30pm

Start Podcast – Live Taping – Success on a Human Scale: Margaux Miller, Start
Podcast Host, interviews founders of scaling businesses in the Canadian Prairies. They’ll
cover re-inventing the technology industry’s culture and impact by focusing on building
diverse teams to scale their companies. Guests: Wade Barns, CEO of Farmers Edge, Carly
Shuler, Co-founder & CEO of Hoot Reading, Chuck Loewen, Founder & CEO of Online
Business Systems, and Jay Myers, Co-Founder & VP Growth of Bold Commerce.

2:30pm–2:45pm

Break – Interactive Playground: Ask questions and interact with the people and
products that are setting the tone for the next wave of tech advancements!

2:45pm–3:30pm

Closing Keynote – Turn and Face the Strange: Heather Russek and Jessica Thornton
report on changes impacting the future of employment in Canada and discuss how we can
use technology to enable knowledge transfer and use trends to our advantage.

3:30pm–3:45pm

Summary and Closing Remarks, Tony Chapman

learn more about this year’s line-up of speakers and register

disruptedfuture.com

